
SNMPAgent and
Trap Generator

(Included feature)

Agent

The SNMP Agent allows an external
application to use standard SNMPGET
and SET commands to access controlled
devices attributes. Individual nodes or
whole systems can be exposed via the
SNMP Agent. A MIB file is available, but the
agent also responds to SNMPwalk
commands. The Agent supports SNMP
V2c by default and with the proper
information can support SNMP v3.

Generator

The SNMP Trap Generator is an
application that pushes SNMPmessages
to specified receiving applications when
an attribute of a monitored device
changes. The Trap Generator can be
configured to send traps to multiple
receivers. By default, the Trap Generator
will send updates for every device, but it
can also be set to only send messages
from specific devices. In addition, filters
can be applied for specific kinds of
messages as well as the option of blocking
messages from devices currently in
maintenance. The Trap Generator
supports SNMP v2c and SNMP v3.
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SystemAPIs The SNMP Agent and Trap Generator are included in every LTNM&C system. In addition,
LTN has several optional APIs which can be added based on a customer’s requirements.

TCP/IP socket

LTN has a TCP/IP socket interface which takes simple text commands and can be used to
generate traps/triggers as well as get/set device attributes. This interface can be used
with almost any development environment.

Websocket/JSON

There is also a websocket/JSON interface that has similar functionality to the TCP/IP
socket interface.

Driver SDK

LTN can provide an XML based driver development kit that allows a customer to create a
driver for a device currently not supported in the LTNM&C library. This SDK supports
transformations/mapping of the incoming/outgoing data.
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